Observation Station
Bible Challenge

You Need:
- Mounting Tabs
- Fadeless Paper Black
- scissors
- Galaxy Wall Decals
- Memory Verse Posters (mounted)
- Giant Inflatable Globes
- gray tarp
- large table

Creating the Backdrop

1. Putting up the paper: Measure and cut the amount of Fadeless Paper Black that you will need. Use Mounting Tabs spaced along the edges to attach the paper to the wall in the desired location.

2. Wall decals: Unfold the Galaxy Wall Decals. Cut out each shape. Arrange the shapes on the wall, using Mounting Tabs for security.
Completing Your Site Decorations:

- Place *Giant Inflatable Globes* throughout the space.
- Use a large table as a surface for the daily Observation Station Bible Challenge experiments.
- Cover the floor with a gray tarp.
- Display the *Memory Verse Posters* in the space as well.
- Mount the *Memory Verse Posters* onto cardboard or foam core for durability, or hang them on a portable bulletin board.